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What does it mean to create a meaningful still story? To begin with, lets talk about what types of still life you can 

capture. 

There is the "created" still life - where you take a collection of objects and put together your story to photograph. 

This generally includes tabletop sets and larger setups. You would want to decide what story you are trying to tell 

and then go about setting up your vignette to tell that story. This might include something like a flower story, 

where you are creating the scene on your table top with a beat-up surface, bonsai scissors sitting to the side and 

the flowers in a beautiful vase. It could also mean something like a farmhouse scene where you have a chair 

sitting against the shiplap wall and some wonderful rustic elements and a handmade wreath finishing the scene. 

The other type of still life you can do is "found" still life - where you happen to find your subject/collection and 

photograph it with out changing it around. This might include the chair sitting in the middle of the room of an 

abandoned house with trash on the floor and paint pealing on the walls. It could also be something you find out in 

nature like a collection of shells on the beach with the water lapping in. 

Creating a meaningful still life simply means that you need to put thought into the scene you are creating. You 

want to be thoughtful and deliberate in the things you choose to include or exclude. You don't want any part of 

the elements you use to confuse the scene or the viewer.

Still stories



 So what equipment will you need to shoot your still life? 

Camera - Up to you what camera you choose to use. Full frame Dslr, crop frame Dslr, mirrorless - doesn't 

really matter. 

Lenses - I like to push my photography a bit further when I shoot now and get more creative in camera 

before I move onto the processing side - so I will shoot my scenes with a variety of lenses including: Canon 

24-70 f2.8, Lensbaby (I have most of them and really love shooting with the Velvet85), Tamaron 90mm Macro. 

Depending on how much shooting space you have will be a big factor in the lenses you choose to use. Some 

of the longer lenses will be too long if you are shooting in tight spaces. 

Tripod - A tripod is a good tool to consider using with your still life photography. You may be shooting in 

lower lighting conditions that a tripod will come in handy for.  

Black/White foam core board - I use black foam-core boards and white foam-core boards to manipulate the 

light. The white board reflects light in, the black board subtracts light out. I use these in most every scene to 

get really creative with manipulating the light and seeing how that changes the scene up for me. 

Diffuser - I use a diffuser to diffuse the light coming in my window if it is a sunny day.

Equipment



Lighting is one of the most important elements of your still life. Will you use natural light or studio light? Are you going 

for a bright scene, dark and moody, or low light? The choices you make will greatly affect the overall image you end up 

with. 

I shoot with natural light almost exclusively - simply because that is the light that looks the best to me. It is the most 

natural, cleanest light for getting beautiful photos. 

In my food photography workshop one of my students said: “I had an “aha” moment while studying these videos… 

Look for the soft diffused light… use the light… reflect the light… bend the light… it’s really all about that light!” 

And that is what it all boils down to - look for the soft diffused light coming into a window you can set up beside to 

take your photos. If the light is too harsh or the sun is shining into that window - then use your diffuser in the window 

to soften the light. 

If you choose to try out studio lighting instead of natural light - some of the ones that get most recommended is the 

Westcott Daylight kits and the Lowel EGO tabletop light. 

Lighting



The background choices you make will be a very important component of your total look and story. You want to really 

put some good thought into the surfaces you want to use. You want to try out a variety of surfaces and see how they 

look, how they photograph, how they add to the overall story you are trying to tell. 

Do you want the surfaces to be dark or light, smooth or rough, new or antique, etc… The colors and textures you 

choose to photograph on will greatly determine the mood and feel you are going to end up with. 

A few of my favorite choices to photograph on: 

~A wood surface – an old beat up table top is fantastic for this, wood photography board – mimicking the look of a 

beat-up table top. If you are good at working with wood or have a handy friend - you might have them make you up a 

board from some wood slats. There are also several online stores that offer background boards that you might check 

out - Erickson surfaces has a great selection - https://ericksonwoodworks.com/ 

~Old wood doors and shutters with chippy paint are fantastic choices. 

~A printed photo board of a surface I like – that might be a wood surface, grungy wall surface, marble surface, etc… 

For this, I like getting my textures printed on a mounted board. I get this done at My Photo Pipe –This is exactly what I 

order: http://www.myphotopipe.com/mounted-prints/ . I also like to order printed boards from PhotoBoards - a 

company out of the UK that has some fantastic choices of some of their own surfaces - https://www.photoboards.org/ 

~Old tin ceiling tiles 

~Canvas backdrops can be used also - these are easy to paint and store. Use the good quality painters canvas drop 

cloth you can get from the paint store. I like to use the chalk paint to paint these since those are ultra matte colors. You 

can use any paint you'd like - just make sure you get it in a flat finish and you can roll it right onto your cloth. 

~Custom painted backdrop boards - these are lightweight and inexpensive to make. I use a 2x3 piece of masonite and 

paint both sides with sparkle paste and paint to get the most interesting surfaces to photograph on. 

~Vinyl backdrop – the is a choice that is not my favorite if you like to shoot up close – since they have a texture on the 

vinyl surface - but there are tons of great choices and if you are not doing macro shots - these work out great. 

~Old tin cookie sheets that are stained and worn make good surfaces to photograph on also. 

~I also love having an old milk crate to sit on my board for the background. Creates some beautiful deep shadows that 

you just can't get with a flat board sometimes. 

Look around at the local antique markets, thrift stores, things you might already have on hand and get creative on the 

backdrop/background choices you are making. Experiment with different surfaces. You might be surprised at which 

ones end up being your favorite. 

Backgrounds



This is very important. What props are you going to use to compose your story? 

Shopping for props is one of my favorite pastimes. I love going to the antique market and seeing 

what treasures I can find. I usually start off with an idea and go looking for props to tell the story I 

have in my mind. I like using antique props to photograph because they are more interesting and 

have a bit of history themselves. The more depth, layers, time you can add into your story the 

more interesting it will be. You can also shop your own house for things you might use, shop your 

friends house for things you might borrow once, look at the thrift stores, do a prop swop with 

other photographers, get creative on what you are looking for and using! 

In the photo above I use the music, the slippers, the flowers, and moody shadows to imply a 

beautiful ballet story. Can't you just imagine the slippers dancing along to what ever music that is 

on the sheet? I wanted to create a sense of mood and feeling with just a few props and the 

lighting. Think about the scene - what else could we have considered adding? A music box? A 

costume piece? A head dress? A swan? Any other details you can think of that might have gone 

well with a ballet story? That is what I want you to be thinking. How can you tell your story and 

what props will you look for and select to bring it to life? And then how can you change it up and 

still be telling the story? I like to explore a theme and create a whole series around that theme 

with all the ways I can think up to tell the story.

Prop choices



In the visual arts, the composition is the placement or arrangement of visual elements or ingredients in a work of 

art, as distinct from the subject. There are several "rules" for composition that have come down through the 

centuries. 

By learning how to compose using some of the tried and true techniques - you will be making conscious choices on 

how to better frame out your subjects for the most interesting compositions. Then you will also be making the 

conscious choice of when you want to break that rule for something dynamic you are planning instead of getting 

your best photos by accident. 

Rule Of Thirds 

Golden Spiral 

Centered 

Creative Framing 

Leading Lines 

Repeating Elements 

Diagonal 

Filling The Frame 

And many more... 

Composition



So lets talk about what type stories you might consider for your still life. I am going to give you some ideas below 

and I want you to think about how you could create a story around the themes below. I also want you to continue 

brainstorming different themes that you might consider working with. 

Flower story 

Heritage story 

Book story 

Color story 

Farmhouse story 

Food story 

Fruit story 

Childhood story 

Sports story 

Minimal story 

What's on your desk story 

Botanical story 

Ballet story 

etc... 

Still life story options

Shot list
Once you brainstorm your story options - I want you to keep in mind 

the type of shots you want to get. I like to work a scene from every 

angle for a few hours if I need to so I can get past the initial shots and 

start getting more creative with how I am photographing a scene. The 

longer I work a  scene the better the photos get. I often leave it set up 

and revisit is a few times over several days also. I want to get straight 

on, from above, from below, from the side, from the back - every 

angle I can think of while playing with the lighting as I am working it 

too. Don't forget to pull back and get in close for the detail shots.



The depth of field (DOF) - also called focus range or effective focal range is the distance between 

the nearest and farthest objects in a scene that appears acceptably sharp in an image. Essentially - 

how much do you want in focus?  

If everything is in focus then you have a large depth of field. 

If very little is in focus then you have a shallow/small depth of field. 

The Aperture you use is a big factor in determining how much DOF you get. A small F-stop will 

produce a small depth of field. A large F-stop will produce a large depth of field. 

Another factor you need to keep in mind is the length of your lens and how close you are to your 

subject. All 3 of these factors determine how much DOF you end up with in your photo. 

DOF



Hello and welcome! 

I’m so glad you stopped by. At 2 Lil’ Owls Studio, I strive to provide you with the most creative 

digital tools and workshops to help you take your photographic journey further. I love to help 

people in their artistic efforts, creating a positive and encouraging environment for you to 

thrive in. 

With our collection of Lightroom Presets, Fine Art Textures, and Creative Photography 

Workshops – it is easy to elevate your work to new levels.  

Wishing you all a very creative day! 

~Denise Love

2lilowls.com


